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What is Failing Forward Conference?

Failing Forward is an inspirational keynote conference, where 
seasoned entrepreneurs will give an honest testimonial about the 

hardships they encountered on their way to success and the 
lessons learned that got them through, breaking through the 

stigma associated with failure in Belgium and Europe.

Failing Forward is the cornerstone of a pan-European project, 
LIFE: Learning Incrementally from Failed Entrepreneurship.



Overview of the mission of Failing Forward

Fifth edition of the conference in Belgium – audience is becoming 
more international and the topic is gaining recognition in the 

mainstream media

Failing Forward is becoming a brand supported by Startup Europe 
and also by the Flemish government

Not a celebration of failure, rather an occasion to share experience 
and change the stigma surrounding failure in Europe



Programming and format

Failing Forward is an inspirational keynote conference, where 
seasoned entrepreneurs will give an honest testimonial about the 

hardships they encountered on their way to success and the 
lessons learned that got them through, breaking through the 

stigma associated with failure in Belgium and Europe.

Failing Forward is the cornerstone of a pan-European project, 
LIFE: Learning Incrementally from Failed Entrepreneurship.



Recruitment of top level speakers

✓Lut Wyers, Founder of COCOMO and Identify.Me
✓Jef Colruyt, CEO of Colruyt group

✓Gemma Galdon Claves, Founder & Director of Eticas Research and 
Consulting

✓Gert Bergen, Advisor Innovation & economic policy @ Cabinet 
Flemish Minister for Innovation

✓Bart de Pauw, Actor & Screenwriter



Memorable quotes



Logistics and venue

✓ING building – sponsorship deal (there is no budget allocated to 
rent a venue in the LIFE project)

✓Accommodates over 200 participants with workshop rooms and 
reception area adjacent to the auditorium

✓Central location in Brussels (Trone metro stop), 
easily accessible by public transport



Event campaign & promotion

Social media kit to be shared by partners

Available here: Social media kit
Startup Europe channels

Website & Twitter promotion
Failing Forward campaign channels

Startups.be’s channel strategy



Conference format

Keynote speeches

Power meetings

Workshops

LIFE panel



Selected videos

LifeLiLi



New experiment: live drawing of keynotes



LIFE panel

The LIFE project is about 
collaborative learning from 
failure in entrepreneurship and 
collaborative actions to bring 
entrepreneurship forward. It 
aims to overcome distributed 
markets and decentralized 
policy by providing access to 
pan-European case studies, 
talent & relevant expertise to 
sufficient financing and to 
adequate facilities and 
networks.



LIFE panel speakers

Robin Wauters - moderator

Robin Wauters is the founding editor of Tech.eu. With a background in online marketing for technology companies, he has been an
entrepreneur, startup advisor but primarily a tech journalist for many years, most recently as the European Editor of global
technology news site The Next Web and previously senior reporter at TechCrunch, a Silicon Valley-based tech blog and event
organiser.

Carmen Bermejo – founder of Spanish Startup Association & Tetuan Valley

Ricardo Marvao – co-founder of Beta-i & Portuguese Startup Association

Justine Harcourt de Tourville – strategy, brand & marketing expert

Rob Aalders – RAUM Urban Media, startup community builder from Eindhoven



Registration and attendees  

Welcome
By Karen Boers

Registered Attended

Experts 19 19

Speakers 14 12

Staff 17 17

Press 3 2

Attendees 176 +-130

TOTAL 229 180



TOP 10 attendees by city



Ticket sale by day



TOP acquisition channels
Sessions Sale

s



TOP 10
Referral channels to 
Eventbrite page



Social Metrics
#Failingfwd





Top
Influencers







Event budget

The Failing Forward conference was a paying conference with an entry price 
ranging from 75-99 EUR to entrepreneurs and 175-189 EUR for corporates. 

This year there was a student discount available for 49.5 EUR.  

Startups.be managed the budget, ticket revenues and sponsorships covered 
the cash expenses. Only parts of the conference budget, namely the effort for 

event management, were covered by the LIFE project, the main budget was 
independent of LIFE and therefore did not impose financial risks on the 

project.
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Media coverage

Links to be inserted

Storify: https://storify.com/startupsbe/failing-forward-2016 

https://storify.com/startupsbe/failing-forward-2016


Impressions
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LIFE partners

For More Information: FailBetter.eu

Consortium coordinator:
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Lessons learned

✓ The topic still resonates with the audience, yet format should be 
adjusted to audience’s needs –> for the future more accurate 

segmentation of target groups

✓ LIFE panel – valuable addition which can be further improved 
with smaller group sessions -> experimentation with format (see 

WP3)

✓International examples work well -> achieve a mix of local and 
international speakers



Summary

The conference attracted an attentive audience who was eager to 
engage and be inspired by the testimonials.

According to their feedback, the format is going to be reimagined 
for next year in order to accommodate even better the needs of 
entrepreneurs and attendees (more intimate, smaller sessions).

“The phoenix is on the rise. Our efforts to put #FailingFwd in the 
spotlight have started to pay off!”


